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To whom it may concern,
This is a statement of appreciation for Omex Company and its role as a contractor for SAP
implementation and roll-out in CEE Countries (Poland, Turkey, Slovakia, Croatia, Russia, Greece etc.)
and its support for teams in Scandinavian countries, Germany and Austria in Nessie project.
Omex started Cooperation with Atos in July 2011 by delivering in two weeks highly skilled SAP
Consultants with foreign languages knowledge. In spite of the fact that there was very limited time
to form the team, Omex showed an amazing entrepreneurial attitude and used its network to quickly
qualify and engage suitable Consultants. After our verification Consultants joined kick-off meeting
in Paris where overall goals, time frame and scope ofwork were presented.
Shortly Omex gained trust of Atos management, purchasing and operational staff involved
in the process of negotiation and very quickly signed frame agreement with Atos.
Omex Consultants together with other employees formed strong team and against overwhelming
amount of odds, like organizational changes, challenged time frame, changes in business
requirements and other obstacles, they were successful in implementations in the countries delivering
on time
Goal of the Nessie project: implementation in every country modules: Fl, CO, SD, MM, CATS+HR,
Travel Management.
Overall team consists of 12 people. Every person is responsible for defined area.
Every country SOW consists of:
- Blue Print preparation
- Implementation
- Roll - out
- Trainings
- UAT
- Migration
After six months of implementation Atos decided to continue Cooperation with the Omex Company and
one new Omex Consultant joined the team. Omex remained very focused and goal driven but
sensitive to changes in Atos Organization after merge with Siemens IT Solutions and Services GmbH.
As a result of Cooperation our team achieved all goals for 2011 and 2012. We continue Cooperation
in 2013. Omex in other Atos activities is opening new businesses and substantially improving standing
in our Organization.
With its entrepreneurial spirit and energy, motivation, SAP skills and long term business sense Omex
could be a key partner in SAP implementation and roll-out projects.
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